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Introduction 
In their recent paper “Domain theoretic models of polymorphism” 121, Coquand, 
Gunter, and Winskel show how to use the class S of all (countably based) Scott 
domains as a model for the polymorphic lambda calculus. In par;icular, a type 
which contains n free type variables is interpreted as a continuous functor F: S” + S. 
The category of continuous sections of the corresponding Grothendieck fibration 
is shown to be isomorphic to a Scott domain. We show that this construction does 
not work for bifinite domains or algebraic E-domains. 
All partially ordered sets considered in this note have a least element and allow 
to form joins of directed subsets. We use the ebbreviation dcpo for directed-complete 
partial order in the following. The set of compact elements of a dcpo D is denoted 
by K(D). The categories we consider are equipped with embeddig-projection 
pairs as arrows. This is expressed by the superscript EF to thz name of these classes. 
It is well known from the theory of domains that the class DCPOEP possesses limits 
for directed systems. These limits can be calculated either as directed colimits in 
the category DCPQr or as codirested limits in :he category DCPO’. Since the two 
are isomorphic, we call it the b&nit of the system. If D is the bilimit of finite posets 
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then we call it a hijirtire domain. The class of all bifinite domains we denote by B. 
We say that a hnctor F: D-P E is conGnuorts if it preserves bilimits. 
Deflnftlon. Let C and D be categories ofdcpo’s and let F: C”“+ D”‘be a continuous 
fun&or. A coniinuous section is a class of elements (?x.)xEc such that 
(i) VX EC: tx E F(X), 
(ii) WE: X+ Y:F(fE)(tX)StY, 
(iii) lli, x, = V’ F(d:)(t,,) for directed systems (D,, do) of domains and limiting 
morphisms d,. 
Of course, we can compare two continuous sections pointwise but we run into 
foundational problems if we try to form an erdered set from all continuous sections 
of a functor F: CEP+ DEP. The problem is that C may be a class. If C consists of 
countably based algebraic dcpo’s only, then there are clearly only set-many objects 
in C up to isomorphism and any continuous section is determined by its values on 
some set of representatives. 
In the following we will need the concept of L-domains. We cite from [4] some 
basic resu!ts. 
Definition. A dcpo D is an L-domain if every principal ideal Lx, x E 0, is a complete 
lattice. 
Theorem 1 (Jung [4]). The category L of algebraic L-domains is Cartesian ciosed. 
Theorem 2 (Jung [4]). Any Cartesian closed full subcateg0r.y of the class of algebraic 
domains is contained in either the class L ofalgebraic L-domains or in the ciass B of 
bifinite domains. 
The proof is based on the following crucial lemma. 
Lemma 3. Let D and E be algebraic dcpo’s with property m such that the space 
[D+ E] of Scott-continuous functions is algetraic. Then either K(D) has property M 
or E is an L-domain. 
(Reminder: property m is defined as for each upper bound x’ of a set A there is 
a minimal upper bound of A below x, and property M is property m and each finite 
set has only finitely many minimal upper bounds.) 
We now show ihat the class of all algebraic L-domains is too big in the sense 
that there are class-many sections of a functor F: LEP+ LEP. 
Example. For any cardinal K, let A, te the algebraic L-domain consisting of a least 
element I, two upper neighbors x, y of _L and K-many minimal upper bounds of 
{x; y}. Figure 1 shows A2 and A,. 
Fig. 1. Two L-domains 
Note that no A, is embedded in any A,, if K # K’. Now let F:LEP+LEP be the 
functor which naps each object onto Al and each arrow onto the identity on A,. 
For any K E CARD, we can define a continuous section S” = ft>)XcLt~ where 
tKx = 
( 
x if there is an embedding from A, to X, 
I otherwise. 
These are continuous sections since each A,, which is embedded in a bilimit, must 
be embedded in one of the limiting domains as embeddings preserve minimal upper 
bounds where they exist. Obviously, there are class-many sections S”. 
In the following we restrict our attention to subcategories of the category o-B of 
countably based bifinite domains. It is probabiy helpfii: to haIre a picture of tbe 
hierarchy of domains here (see Fig. 2j. The filled dots indicate Cartesian closed 
categories and the denotations are: 
a ALG: algebraic dcpo’s, 
a L: algebraic L-domains, 
?? B: bifinite domains, 
?? BL: bifinite L-domains, 
a S: Scott domains, 
?? Lat: algebraic lattices. 
Theorem 4. The classes o-BEP, o-BLEP, o-SE’, and o-LartP are closed under the 
formatiorr of bilimits and each domain eontained in one of these classes is a bilimit of 
finite posets from tbe respective class. 
I 
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Fig. 2. 
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From this theorem we infer that any continuous section defined over one of the-e 
categories is determined by its values on the finite objects already. So for any 
continuous functor we get an ordered set of continuous sections. Following the 
notation in [Z], we denote it by IIE 
Theorem 5 (Coquand et al. [2]). If F: o-SEP* o-SEP is a contintious jiinctor then 
IIF is a Scott domain. 
We show that the corresponding theorem for the class 0-B”’ does not hold. 
Example. Let NL be the poset depicted ir. Fig. 3. Consider the constant functor 
F:w-BEP+w-BEP which maps each object onto NL, each morphism onto idNL. 
Note that we can order the finite pose& in wBEP by setting D L E if there is an 
embedding from D into E. Call this ordered set S. The definition of i-IF then reduces 
to Urx)x,s I rx c ry ifX s Y} and we see that IIF is indeed isomorphic to the space 
of monotone functions from S into NL. This in turn is isomorphic to the space 
[I(S) + NL] of Scott-continuous functions from the ideal completion of S into ML. 
We apply Lemma 3 and find that K(I(S))=S should have property M if IIF is 
assumed to be algebraic. But this is not the case. The posets A2 and A,, see Fig. 1, 
are embedded in each of the posets B. of which Fig. 4 shows B4 and !& The image 
of an embedding is closed under the formation of minimal upper bounds and this 
shows that for n 2 4, there are only the obvious embeddings of A, and A, into &. 
Fig. 3. NL: the smallest pointed pow which is not an L-domain. 
Fig. 4. L-domains which are upper hounds for {A,, A,} 
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Furthermore, there is no poset strictly between {A,, As} and B,. So S dQes not have 
property M and therefme [I(S) * NL] = lIF is not algebraic. 
Repeating the argument from [4], this can be seea directly as follows: Define a 
section t = ( rx)xss of F by 
( 
a; if A,cX,A,%X, 
1, = 
a$ if Az%X,A,SX, 
a, if A,,A,SX, 
_L otherwise. 
This should be a compact element of HF if this is an algebraic dcpo. On the other 
hand, IvIe can define a section i&’ for each finite subset M of minima! upper bounds 
of {A,, As} in S as fsoliows: 
t,“= T 
I 
a; if A,sX,A,B,X, 
a; if A2SX,A,SX, 
ifXETM, 
a, if X E TAzn fA,\tM; 
I otherwise. 
The supremum of all tM is clearly above f but GCI t” . ttself is greater or equal to f. 
Discussion 
To our knowledge, the dependent product is the first domain-theoretic construc- 
tion under which the class of all bifinites is not closed. On the other hand, the 
convex powerdomain construction is closed only on B! Since there is a universal 
domain for 5, see [3], there is at ieast some way to model p&ymorphism with 
bifinite domains, following the ideas of [I]. This dichotomy should help us to 
understand better the internal structure of the two models. 
One wonders whether the class w-BE, of bifinite L-domains is closed under forming 
dependent products. We conjecture that this is not the case. The method of this 
note-taking constant func%s--will not decide the problem. 
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